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In my career spanning more than 35 years working in defence,
it has become increasingly clear that delivering the safety
and security that citizens and businesses need to prosper
requires ever closer collaborations across borders, sectors and
institutions.
I learnt that rebuilding a failed state means realising that everything in a nation is
interlinked and that it is all about the hearts and minds of the people. If you want the
people to have trust in their society and faith in their future, safety and security in
the broadest terms are the prerequisite.
To reach this prerequisite, all segments of society are important. So you need an integral,
systematic approach if you want to be effective. But would this apply only for failed
states, or is it also applicable to our home countries? In my opinion, such an approach
is essential for every society. The real question is how to realise it.
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Executive summary
Citizens and businesses want to feel safe — protected
from danger, risk or injury.1 The notion of security —
commonly defined as the state of being free from danger
or threat2 — is therefore intertwined with safety.
The purpose of this paper is to set out some of the key
challenges facing the leaders of organisations responsible
for delivering safety and security in its many forms. These
include traditional defence, intelligence and policing
roles but go beyond that. We propose a more inclusive
approach to collaboration across the public and private
sectors, and across borders, to achieve a safer, more
secure society. And it underscores the need to act now
by highlighting case studies that illustrate how lessons
can be learnt. We challenge leaders to assess what they
are doing and how their actions can be augmented and
strengthened to meet their citizens’ needs for a more
secure future.
Safety and security lie at the heart of any nation’s
prosperity.
The notion of security applies to anything we would want
to make ‘secure’ from a perceived risk or threat. This
includes digital and data security, national security,
border security, food security, water security and social
security, to name a few. All these are interconnected.
In broader terms, therefore, security can be defined as the
“alleviation of threats to cherished values.”3

Yet today, security is being challenged in many
dimensions, including physical, digital and economic.
Accepted social norms of behaviour also are being
challenged. Added to this is deteriorating trust in public
institutions and in leaders who should be a primary
source of safety for citizens and businesses.4 Governance
is becoming increasingly difficult, and national and
international unity are becoming harder to achieve.5
As a result, even in stable countries, many citizens say
they perceive themselves to be unsafe,6 and businesses
face their own security concerns, too.7
In this new reality, security, broadly defined, needs to be
front and centre of government agendas — nationally,
regionally and locally at the municipal level, as well as
internationally — to deliver solutions that make the world
a more secure place, so people trust institutions and the
services they provide and so they both feel and are safe.
Given that the threats come from many areas, this will
require a much higher level of collaboration than we see
today, both within government departments and among
governments. Traditional security services such as the
police, intelligence agencies and defence organisations
will need to work with non-governmental organisations,
businesses and citizens. With so many factors influencing
perceptions of security, this type of collaboration needs
a breadth of vision that is too often lacking and a level
of organisational expertise that challenges current ways
of working.

Safety and security
lie at the heart of any
nation’s prosperity.
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In our view, governments need to concentrate on
developing systemic safety and security strategies across
the public and private sectors. Leaders in a variety of
institutions and organisations need to work together
across interconnected areas of responsibility and take
actions that make people feel more secure. When they
are both believed and seen to be doing this effectively,
they will succeed in delivering a more secure and resilient
society that can cope with unexpected shocks and in
winning back trust in the institutions that are too often
seen to be letting down citizens.

Figure 1: Collaboration across domains to win back trust

Trust
Cyber industry
Tech firms

• 	Economic security: The safeguarding of financial
stability, nationally and within the wider global financial
system. For the individual, this means, at a minimum,
having enough to live on and pay the bills.
• S
 ocial security: Protection of citizen rights and
civil liberties as traditionally defined in each state or
territory. This is wider than social security as defined
by a typical welfare system, including benefits
and pensions; it includes food and water security,
environmental sustainability, education and health.

Defence organisations
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Construction firms
Security firms
Municipalities
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enterprises)
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government
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To this end, our approach to security is purposefully broad
and inclusive, with collaboration deeply embedded across
four interrelated areas (see Figure 1):

• 	Digital security: The protection of data and digital
networked assets, regardless of whether they are
owned by the state, corporations or private individuals.

Physical

Security firms

A systemic approach to security, with trust
and collaboration at its heart

• 	Physical security: The physical and institutional
security of the state or territory and its administrative
apparatus — the classical dimension of national
security — and defence.

Digital

Retailers

Multilateral agencies
Municipal departments
Government departments

Banks

Social

Economic

Venture capitalists
Money transfer agents

Note: The security domains in which individual organisations are present may differ based on their scope and area of operations, and the examples in the
figure are only indicative.
Source: PwC

For these building blocks to come together, they need
to be built on a foundation of trust. Each country and
each situation may require different emphasis, but
the foundations of trust must be established across
institutions and — in areas such as security, defence and
intelligence — across borders, too.
These domains overlap and impact each other, which
adds to the complexity of delivering security and the
need to think holistically across all domains. For instance,
economic security in a networked world is intertwined
with digital security to protect against cyberattacks and
data theft. Similarly, the operation of critical infrastructure
is not only an issue of physical security but increasingly
requires digital security, too, with a need for collaboration
across organisations spanning construction to technology.

Indeed, any organisation can be — and often is —
involved in more than one domain, which adds to
the challenge of thinking and acting systematically in
response to threats. For example, energy, utility and
telecoms companies operate across all of the domains
to some degree, as do health services providers whether
they are private or public.
Organisations that may not have worked together in the
past will need to collaborate in the future. Unless these
domains are in appropriate balance and people trust their
institutions and the organisations those institutions work
with on a transnational basis, citizens and businesses
won’t be safe and secure.
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Agenda for action
Making this systemic approach to security work requires
specific actions. To illustrate how to put this model into
effect, in this report we first discuss the foundations
of security and why collaboration is required, drawing
on case studies to illustrate how collaboration works
in the four intersecting security domains. These
real-world examples include anti-terrorist scenario
planning between local and national forces in Sweden,
cybersecurity defence strategies in Australia, an approach
in Luxembourg to upskill workers to avoid the financial
and human costs of wide-scale layoffs, the use of
blockchain to secure land ownership records in India, and
transnational networks to tackle food security globally.
Based on our experience, we have identified six key
actions that government leaders at all levels — federal,
state and local — need to prioritise now:

Six actions for government leaders

01

02

Develop approaches to security
that are systemic, addressing the
interplay of the physical, digital,
economic and social aspects and
spotting weak links across sectors.

Identify the stakeholders needed to collaborate
to develop a joint agenda and a national
safety and security policy that can cascade to
the local level, adopting an inclusive approach
to stakeholder engagement.

04
Develop the capacity and capability
to deliver security by having
distributed leadership — people
empowered to make decisions —
in place across the key stakeholders
and sectors.

06
Manage carefully the trade-off
of security with citizens’ rights.
This means agreeing to a new
relationship between citizens
and the state in a way that
safeguards an individual’s
personal data.

03
Identify exactly what each
stakeholder needs to provide — for
example, backup power or technical
support — and assess the level of
interconnectedness of those who
need to be involved, including their
critical functions and the infrastructure
needed to deliver safety and security.

05
Invest in leadership to understand
better how to engage the public
and instil trust in the people and
the organisations that serve them.
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Private-sector firms, from multinationals to small companies, and the not-for-profit sector
(including civil society) need to address their own set of overlapping challenges:

Actions for business and
not-for-profit sectors

01
Work more closely with trusted
governments, reviewing how the

organisation engages with government
on physical, digital, economic and
social security.

03
Develop the capacity and capability to improve safety
and security for stakeholders based on a collaborative,

cross-sector approach that encourages distributed
leadership.

02
Contribute to building trust and
confidence by aligning relevant

parts of the organisation’s purpose
to the broader societal safety and
security agenda.
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Achieving safety
and security in an
age of disruption
and distrust:
A collaborative
approach

What do we mean by ‘security’?
Security can be applied to anything we would want to
protect from a perceived risk. This includes, but is not
limited to, digital, national, border and social security
and their interplay. In this paper, we favour the definition
of security as the “alleviation of threats to cherished
values,”8 with safety the desired outcome.
Nations develop because of the presence of the basic
institutional elements that produce an environment
in which economic and other conditions are broadly
favourable to growth and prosperity.9 Protection of
property, rule of law and the ability to uphold contracts,
coupled with access to education, a relatively open
market for business and broad political participation,
mean that life becomes more predictable and offers more
opportunity for prosperity. Transparent processes and
accountable institutions that people understand foster
trust and add to a feeling of safety.
If a nation can create these conditions, its citizens can
feel safer and more secure to go about their lives and
business in peace. However, if they cannot and prosperity
is threatened by the risks and threats we discuss in this
report, there will be a direct impact on security.
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Interconnectedness and collaboration
among key stakeholders can make a
difference to delivering security in a way
that no single organisation can manage
on its own.

Who’s responsible?
The risks and threats that citizens face have few
boundaries. The actions of one individual, group or nation
can have far-reaching consequences. It would be easy to
discuss security with reference only to those organisations
that have direct responsibility for security services, such
as the armed forces, police and intelligence agencies.

employment offices, which help people find jobs and
economic security. Often at the centre of these agencies
are local government and city managers responsible for
delivering safety and security in their communities.

But this would neglect the vast range of other publicand private-sector organisations that have an impact on
delivering a more secure society. While organisations
at the ‘sharp end’ of security are key — the police
and armed forces, for example — many firms and
organisations in other sectors support the sharp end
by performing critical functions and/or owning and
maintaining critical infrastructure.

In the private sector, enabling organisations include
all types of businesses that are contracted to provide
government services across sectors from healthcare
to prison systems. They also include those that need
to provide safe environments for work and those that
possess confidential data that has to be stored securely.
These organisations touch the supply chains for essential
products and services such as energy, transport and
telecommunications. In addition, particular categories
of business have wider significance — for example,
technology companies, which have a major impact on the
security of citizens and businesses online.

For example, in the wider public sector, such enabling
organisations include educational establishments,
which have a responsibility to keep their students
secure and teach them how to be safe in society; health
organisations, which keep people well and safe from
harm; emergency services, which respond to crises; and

These many stakeholders need to be able to work
systematically together to support the wider effort to
achieve safety and security. This means first identifying
where an organisation fits in the interconnected
ecosystem and who its key players are. The next step is
strengthening relationships across sectors and enabling

those in the wider security value chain to understand
their critical support functions and how they can interact
to achieve security. This in turn requires organisations
and institutions to operate in an environment of trust and
cooperation.
It is this interconnectedness and collaboration among
key stakeholders that can make a difference in delivering
security in a way that no single organisation can manage
on its own. More regulations are coming into effect
across the globe, particularly related to data security
and personal information, but this is still piecemeal. How
multinational corporations and institutions that operate
across borders fit into the wider security ecosystem
remains unclear, resulting in a fragmented response to
upholding the values that each society cherishes.
For the most part, governments uniquely have the
power to facilitate and enable collaboration — whether
internationally, nationally or locally — in an inclusive
way across sectors of society. Their first responsibility is
to identify and prioritise the threats that endanger their
citizens’ security.
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Adapting to build a safer society: A
systemic model of security built on trust
Governments, their agencies and other stakeholders
need to be constantly vigilant to the risks to their citizens’
safety. This means scanning the trends and assessing
the threat levels and risks across the four intersecting
domains of physical, digital, economic and social
security.
It helps to consider these domains within the context of
PwC’s ADAPT framework, which identifies five global
issues facing the world today. Among them is trust, the
overarching context in which we discuss safety and
security in this report.
•	Asymmetry: Increasing wealth disparity and the
erosion of the middle class. A severely unequal
distribution of wealth may ultimately lead to social
unrest within countries and geopolitical tensions in and
between territories.
• 	Disruption: The rise of the Internet and the spread
of digital technology has resulted in a much more
interconnected world, disrupted business models
and blurred industry boundaries. It has empowered
anyone with an Internet connection to start a business,
broadcast messages, promote activism or foment
social unrest. Indeed, cyberattack is among the top
five threats identified by chief executives in PwC’s
22nd Annual Global CEO Survey, and for heads of
government organisations, cyber threats rank in the
top three.10

• 	Age: Demographic pressure on businesses, social
institutions and economies. For instance, growing
and aging urban populations challenge the resilience
of critical infrastructure and those responsible for
enforcing the rule of law. These challenges are
accentuated in towns and cities where there are large
population influxes from rural areas or neighbouring
conflict zones.
• 	Populism: Breakdown in global consensus and the
rise of nationalism. The shift of economic power means
that new strategic geographical zones emerge and
new frictions can arise between states, or between
groups within states. For example, even as the
middle class is growing in the developing world, it is
shrinking in developed countries, fomenting discontent.
Consequently, migration presents greater challenges
for border control. According to Eurobarometer,11
the top concern for EU citizens continues to be
immigration.
• 	Trust: Declining confidence in institutions and
technology. Public institutions and leaders should be
a primary source of safety for citizens and businesses.
But according to the international Edelman Trust
Barometer 2019, fewer than half of respondents had
trust in government, a level that has remained relatively
unchanged for the past five years.12
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Our approach to security is predicated on the effects
these megatrends are having on society, which is why
we advocate collaboration, focussed on where the
key elements of ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ security overlap. This
framework has to be underpinned by trust because trust
gives public institutions the legitimacy to lead multiagency responses and ensure the necessary collaboration
among governments at all levels and private and not-forprofit partners.
The hard aspects of security, such as size and strength
of defence forces, capabilities of weapons, numbers of
police officers and effectiveness of digital firewalls, can be
quantitatively assessed. Soft aspects are less easy to map
though just as important. They include such qualitative
intangibles as political culture, the resilience and maturity
of civil society, and judicial mechanisms to settle disputes,
in addition to citizens’ perceptions of trust.
Both hard and soft elements interact with and influence
each other. For example, installing surveillance cameras
can help push down crime rates in criminal ‘hot spots,’
but it does not address the root causes of crime, which
could include health issues, such as the illicit use of
drugs, poverty and a faltering public education system.
Installing surveillance cameras may also be seen to
encroach on privacy, meaning that citizens, if they do
not trust the agencies in charge of the technology, may
feel less secure. Because of this, the actions to address
these issues need to cross sectors and be steered by
the political programmes of government at all levels,
the values of key decision makers and the capacity and
capability to collaborate effectively across organisational
boundaries.
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At the same time, security cannot solely be seen in a
structural or institutional sense. For security to make
sense to citizens in a broader context and to legitimise
the state as the guarantor of citizen security, there is
also a need to recognise the importance of trust and the
influence of the social and economic domains of society.

Collaboration across domains to win back trust

Trust
Cyber industry
Tech firms

Across the world, PwC has encountered areas where
successful collaborations between governments and their
private and not-for-profit partners can be forged. This
illustrates that it is both possible and imperative to work
across each of the different domains, bearing in mind the
importance of building and maintaining citizens’ trust (see
“Collaboration across domains to win back trust”).

Digital

Physical

Defence organisations
Police organisations
Construction firms

Security firms

Security firms
Municipalities
SOEs (state-owned
enterprises)

Inclusive
government

Below are expanded definitions of the security model’s
component parts, with examples of the roles different
actors can play to enhance citizen security.

COEs (city-owned
enterprises)

Universities

Financial sector

Not-for-profit sector

Retailers

Multilateral agencies
Municipal departments
Government departments

Banks

Social

Economic

Venture capitalists
Money transfer agents

Note: The security domains in which individual organisations are present may differ based on their scope and area of operations, and the examples in the
figure are only indicative.
Source: PwC

It is both possible and
imperative to work across
each of the four domains,
bearing in mind the
importance of building and
maintaining citizens’ trust.
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Crisis readiness:
Trust
Digital

Social

Physical

Economic

Physical security
From a national security standpoint, the physical and institutional security
of the state’s territory and its administrative apparatus is the classical
dimension of security. It includes the defence forces and the intelligence
and policing organisations. These focus on safeguarding borders,
ensuring orderly migration, protecting against military threats (including
espionage) and, where necessary, projecting military power. It also means
ensuring the physical security of critical infrastructure, whether it is
managed by national, regional or local agencies.
In addition, physical security refers both to the protection of different
— sometimes persecuted — groups and to providing post-traumatic
psychological assistance to the individual.
In recent years, physical security has extended to managing crises.
For instance, climate change affects the environment and may cause
natural disasters on an unprecedented scale. Indeed, in the UK, the
2018 National Security Capability Review identified disease and
natural hazards as one of the six major challenges facing UK security.13
Managing crises requires government action to deal with, for instance,
disruption to critical infrastructure such as transportation, power and
other utilities. It also means making society more resilient to events,
including those caused by terrorist attacks (see: “Crisis readiness:
Stockholm terrorist attack, 2017”).
Government’s role is to build more risk-resilient infrastructure to deal
with threats to security and to lead a whole community response where
planning takes place before disasters occur. This requires public-private
collaboration because the private sector delivers many of the services that
might be at risk. A holistic strategy will make communities more resilient
and better able to return to their primary functions after a disaster.

Stockholm terrorist attack, 2017

At the beginning of 2017, PwC worked with one of Sweden’s
most important and largest regional governing bodies,
the County Council, to strengthen its crisis readiness and
management capability. This involved training the political
leadership to increase awareness about the tasks, assignments
and the authority under which politicians can operate in times
of crisis. The assignment included the use of scenario planning,
such as a terrorist attack in the central part of Stockholm.
Sadly, on April 7, 2017, an attack occurred, when a lone
wolf stole a truck and drove at high speed into a crowded
pedestrian street, resulting in five casualties and a number of
people being severely injured. In response to the event, the
emergency health services went on highest alert and the public
transportation system was shut down. The scenario-planning
exercise carried out just months before the attack is likely to
have strengthened the organisational capability to handle the
crisis as it happened.
About a week after the attack, the County Council asked
PwC to assist with expertise to the council’s evaluation of
its efforts related to the terrorist attack and suggest further
improvements. PwC contributed with expert competencies
in crisis management for the council’s evaluation team. The
majority of the proposals that the evaluation/investigation came
up with on how to promote collaboration between agencies
and improve lines of communication were accepted.

Lessons learnt: The importance of politicians and officials
having joint awareness of their roles and responsibilities
in an organisational crisis; developing and maintaining an
ongoing process for strengthening and improving their crisis
readiness; and stress testing this through scenario planning.

Physical security:
Questions to think
about
Q.	Who are the key
stakeholders you need to
collaborate with to deliver
physical security in your
area and beyond your
boundaries?
Q.	How well developed are
your relationships with
these other organisations
to deal with threats,
including natural
disasters, and plan to
manage crises?
Q.	What more can you do
to ensure that critical
functions are delivered
effectively and that critical
infrastructure is riskresilient and within your
scope of influence or
control?
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Trust
Digital

Physical

Social

Economic

Digital security
Emerging as a vital building block of societal trust in recent
years, digital security covers issues related to the protection
of digital and networked assets. These include personal
data, regardless of whether it is owned by government (e.g.,
social security numbers and patient data), by corporations or
not-for-profit organisations (e.g., financial records, intellectual
property and employee data) or by private individuals (e.g.,
biometric data).
Those seeking to illegitimately acquire digital assets and
personal data target the private and public sectors as well
as individuals. They can be non-state operatives or those
acting on behalf of a state who seek to disrupt services
such as energy, water, communications or other critical
infrastructure. Indeed, hybrid warfare — a combination of
traditional military and cyberattacks — has become part of
the everyday activities of states and other agents for which
information or disinformation (‘fake news’ or ‘alternative
facts’) has become weaponised.
The lack of international governance over these areas has
created the opportunity for nation-states to seek influence
by both indirect and informal actions — for example,
through the use of illegally accessed personal data and the
deployment of bots by foreign governments to manipulate
and influence national elections.

In addition, organised crime and terrorist groups are
becoming more sophisticated in cybercrime and, for the
latter, in developing propaganda campaigns. The cost for
entry is low, the risk of detection may be negligible and the
likelihood of being held accountable in any international
sense can be virtually zero. That makes cybercrime and
propaganda efficient ways for agents to obtain money
or information (industrial espionage), disrupt services
(sabotage) or influence public opinion.
The effects are significant. By 2022, it’s estimated that
companies will spend US$1tn globally to protect themselves
from cybercrime, far more than the record US$300bn
of damage due to natural disasters in 2017.14 The cyber
domain is largely ungoverned and operated without broadly
accepted norms.15 Cross-national agreements are limited to
security frameworks and risk models and to a few cases of
multilateral government cooperation on cyber defence.16
Moreover, approximately 90% of cyberspace resides in the
private sector. This essentially means that the vast majority
of cyber infrastructure and operations have been designed,
developed and put into operation with limited government
involvement.17 An attack against private cyber infrastructure
may therefore turn into a threat against national security.
Indeed, 72% of CEOs surveyed say their company could
be hurt by geopolitical cyber activity.18 As global tensions
rise, more companies could be targeted by, or suffer

An attack against private
cyber infrastructure may
turn into a threat against
national security.
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Spotlight on cyber threats:
Cloud Hopper

collateral damage from, operations launched by statesponsored hackers. Yet relatively few CEOs have strong
confidence that key cyber and privacy risk management
outcomes are being achieved.
The lack of a unified approach to tackling cybercrime
complicates government’s ability to map the risk and threat
environment and take the necessary actions to withstand
and deter attacks. It also makes it harder to draw the
line between the responsibility of government and the
responsibility of the private sector. More collaboration is
essential (see: “Spotlight on cyber threats: Cloud Hopper”).
Alongside the more obvious threats from malign actors,
digital security also includes the individual’s right to privacy
and confidentiality, and the ethics surrounding the use
of personal data. This is critical to fostering public trust.
This is not just a matter of stealing credit card details.
There are more profound issues that may require difficult
trade-offs between information sharing and subsequent
benefits to society. For example, data analytics can further
the understanding of disease management and improve
public health using personal data. But what this could
mean on the individual level — in terms of health insurance
or access to capital for people — requires detailed and
inclusive discussions.

There are profound issues
that may require difficult
trade-offs between information
sharing and subsequent
benefits to society.

In April 2017, PwC UK uncovered an unprecedented
but highly effective cyber espionage technique during an
ongoing project to monitor computer network security.19
The perpetrators sought to steal sensitive intellectual property
and personal data from businesses in at least 14 countries by
spreading a computer virus. They had hacked the systems via
third-party IT service providers. The action was code-named
Cloud Hopper.
After the hack was discovered, PwC collaborated with
a team of threat intelligence experts from the private sector,
the security community and government to understand how
the hacker had compromised the system and to disrupt
further attempts at stealing data. It was an example of close
public- and private-sector collaboration.

Lessons learnt: Forging strong collaboration with members
of the cybersecurity community, both in the public and private
sectors, was invaluable in identifying and neutralising a threat
that targeted the supply chain through third-party providers. It
highlights the need to ensure that all third-party contracts and
service level agreements encapsulate a minimum acceptable
standard for security policy and the need to share information.
This can pre-empt future damage, for example, by limiting
access to systems and segmenting business networks so that
valuable information cannot be obtained directly.

Digital security:
Questions to think
about
Q.	Which key stakeholders
do you need to work with
to deliver digital security?
Q.	How well developed are
public–private relationships
to deal with cyber threats
and ensure that your digital
infrastructure is riskresilient?
Q.	What trade-offs are
needed to balance
individual confidentiality
with valuable data
sharing? What is the role
of regulation, and who
should draft the rules?
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Trust
Digital

Physical

Social

Economic

Economic security
The interconnected global economy is at the heart of
delivering economic security, and maintaining it requires
an ever changing cast of players to interact. These
players need to work together to safeguard the financial
stability and integrity of the nation-state while, across
borders, also safeguarding the wider global financial
system and intellectual property and minimising the
threat of interference in financial markets. This is done
through continued fiscal discipline locally, nationally
and multilaterally and cooperation among cross-border
agencies skilled in fighting financial crime.
Economic security also means developing and
maintaining a broadly stable macroeconomic environment
and an approach to markets and competition that
maintains a level playing field and encourages enterprise,
growth and prosperity. In today’s environment, this
presents even greater challenges as the benefits of
globalisation and freer trade are disputed and as some
governments resort to protectionism in an attempt to
secure short-term economic security.
Economic security also extends to maintaining access
to basic infrastructure and basic living standards (see:
“Establishing food security for citizens”). This requires
government to work with the private sector to design,
build, finance and operate the infrastructure and ensure
the security of supply chains across borders.

Economic security includes supporting nations, especially
in post-conflict situations where economic development
is a key part of rebuilding failed states. This can include
rebuilding public institutions and governance as well as
supporting private-sector infrastructure development.
Outside the public domain, economic security is about
providing an environment that is stable and predictable,
and where transactions — including mergers and
acquisitions and trade — are safeguarded. The rule of
law and contractual fulfilment are examples of those
fundamental principles that need safeguarding. This
means building a trusted business environment.
The baseline for economic security of the individual
requires that citizens should have sufficient income to
meet basic needs, ideally with a little to spare. As we
discuss in PwC’s research with Demos in the UK on good
growth for cities,20 this means having access to jobs,
education and healthcare (see: “Beyond GDP,” next page).

Establishing food security
for citizens
By 2050, the global population will be
35% larger than today — reaching almost
10 billion — and economic development
will continue to shift diets from simple
grains toward more resource-intensive
sources of protein. As a result, global food
production will need to double despite
increasing scarcities of land, labour, water
and energy. A way must be found to
produce more food from fewer resources.
Governments and the private sector can
take steps to map out a food security
strategy.21
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Beyond GDP

If the pursuit of growth is essentially about improving
the prosperity, life chances and well-being of citizens, is
there more to the equation than a narrow focus on gross
domestic product (GDP) or gross value added (GVA)? Our
research with think tank Demos, launched in 2012, created
the Good Growth for Cities Index, based on the public’s
views of what economic success means to them. Within
the index, good growth encompasses broader measures of
economic well-being, including jobs, income, health, skills,
work-life balance, housing, transport infrastructure and the
environment — the factors that the public has told us are
most important to the work and money side of their lives.

Economic security:
Questions to think about
Q.	How well developed are the basics
of economic security in your area,
such as the rule of law, fiscal and
budget discipline, open markets and
macroeconomic stability?
Q.	To what extent are citizens
economically secure, with access to
jobs that pay a living wage, and able
to cope with risks to job security
such as the impact of artificial
intelligence and robotics?
Q.	What more needs to be done to
ensure businesses can prosper,
grow and deliver the good jobs that
citizens want?

Lessons learnt: Local economic development is about policy
choices and priorities — where to act and invest scarce
resources to promote growth. The Demos-PwC Good Growth
for Cities Index provides a framework for allocating resources
and investment, in which decisions are based on what people
want. This is an opportunity to move beyond the narrow
confines of traditional economic measures and for city
leadership to start with the outcomes that people — the voters
— value, and so provide a more democratic, needs-based
dimension to the decisions made.
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Upskilling the workforce:
Trust
Digital

Social

Physical

Economic

Social security
A stable, secure society is a result of people living together,
pursuing happiness and sharing some basic values. It involves
the protection of citizens’ rights or civil liberties as they have
traditionally and contextually been defined in each territory,
meaning that they are culturally and geographically dynamic.
For society to be legitimate and to ‘make sense’ to the
individual as a collective with which to identify, a meaningful
social contract must be in place. That contract, in turn, must
depend on trust in institutions as recognised in the challenges
set out above in our ADAPT model. Through this, individuals
secure their basic rights and get something in return from the
state: certain basic civil liberties that might include freedom
of information, data protection, protection from foreign
interference in internal affairs, and stable government (e.g., the
protection of asset ownership, defence and the rule of law).
This includes, but is not restricted to, social security as
defined by a social welfare system. It includes ensuring
access to education and skills development, one of the basic
institutional prerequisites for prosperity and critical to future
prosperity, particularly in the new digital era (see: “Upskilling
the workforce: The need for new collaborations”). Consistent
with past years, in PwC’s 22nd Annual Global CEO Survey,
CEOs said they see a lack of skills as a barrier to growth. For
individuals, it is a barrier to good jobs and a decent income.

The need for new collaborations

In 2018, the government of Luxembourg, under the co-leadership of the ministries of labour
and economy, joined forces with trade unions, trade associations and businesses to form the
Luxembourg Digital Skills Bridge initiative. The goal was to create a broad coalition to help workers
learn the new skills employers were looking for. The key objective was to upskill people at risk
of losing their jobs because of automation and give them the opportunity to gain technical and
digital skills that would enable them to take on new roles. In theory, this approach would save the
government money on unemployment costs by investing in building a cluster of digitally oriented
industries and developing the relevant skills in workers who might otherwise have been laid off.
PwC was part of the initiative from the start.22
This cluster-based approach required significant upfront coordination among government, unions
and businesses. The initiative assembled digital apps and tools for all participants to share.
Companies agreed to foster long-term employability, even if that meant investing in employees
who might move to other companies in the future. Midway through the initiative, nine out of ten
workers were expected to take up new roles in the company where they were currently employed.
The original objective was to have 65% of the participants stay in the same company and take up
new functions. The initiative covered 90% of an employee’s salary during the training period, plus a
portion of the company’s training costs.

Lessons learnt: This proactive model illustrates the kind of
collaboration needed to deliver on societal goals at a time
when technological change is threatening the structure of
society — in this case the labour force — in destabilising ways.
Upskilling does not just teach people a few technical skills.
It teaches them to take charge of their lives and provides
lifelong learning opportunities, as the skills we need today
will become redundant based on the innovations of tomorrow.
And it requires a high level of collaboration between
institutions and business.
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Can blockchain solve the land ownership issue?

Social security also depends on the healthcare system
to ensure that people are well enough to live, work and
contribute to society. According to PwC’s 2019 Health
Research Institute survey, one-third of respondents said
they had not engaged in conversation with the full range
of stakeholders who affect their health. Governments
can act as conveners to help build coalitions of partners,
including universities, retailers, government agencies and
technology companies, to ensure that health goals and
policies are aligned. Social security also means providing
access to affordable housing so citizens have shelter.
In the UK, housing associations play a vital role in this
regard.23
There are many challenges to ensuring these basic rights
are met and needs are fulfilled. It means securing property
rights and the freedom to contract and exchange assets.
In many countries, asset ownership can vary over time
depending on government policies, with a need to transfer
assets from the state to individuals. In some countries in
Africa, this has led to allegations of corruption because
land registries are not secure. In India, new technology
— such as blockchain — may be a way to address this
issue where digital and social security overlap (see: “Can
blockchain solve the land ownership issue?”).
The depth and breadth of what is included in the social
contract and the need for diverse parties to work together
to ensure it is functional highlights, again, the importance of
well-thought-out collaboration across sectors and actors.

In India, land ownership is presumptive in nature. Various
documents such as registered sale deeds, property tax
documents and government surveys record rights of the title
holder against claims made by another party. However, they do
not always ensure the landowners a government-guaranteed
conclusive title to the property.
Blockchain technology can help. It creates a tamper-proof
ledger that can act as a ‘single source of truth’ for land
records across various government departments. Attributes
of blockchain such as immutability, provenance, finality and
decentralisation make it a logical choice for storing sensitive,
conclusive land-record information securely, transparently,
efficiently and with enhanced verifiability.
A provincial government in India is working with PwC to define,
design and later implement a blockchain titling system that will
let citizens securely manage their land records and control the
transactions made over it, while significantly reducing the total
turnaround time from the current standards.

Lesson learnt: The conclusive titling system ensures a
form of government protection and guarantee of citizens’
rights over their land, boosting trust in the land records.
This could reduce litigation and arbitration over property,
which accounts for about 66% of court cases in India.
The final outcome is intended to be a system in which the
various departments that deal with land titles would have a
common, conclusive and secure view of each property, with
a single place for citizens to seek services.

Social security:
Questions to think
about
Q.	How well are citizens’
rights protected and their
responsibilities enshrined
in a formal or informal
social contract with the
state?
Q. To what extent is there
equal access to the basic
needs in life, such as
food, housing, healthcare
and education?
Q.	What more needs to
be done to ensure that
basic rights around asset
ownership and transfer
are enforced?
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Trust
For these building blocks to come together, the underlying
condition and prerequisite is trust: people need to trust in
a system, an institution or someone in whom confidence
or faith is placed. In an era in which fewer than half of
people trust institutions, according to the Edelman Trust
Barometer, the task of building or re-establishing trust is
both a priority and a major challenge for leaders and their
teams across organisations.
To run the economy — for example, central banking,
national budgets and taxation — the executive state
needs to be trusted. For the state to be able to drive the
legislative process on privacy issues and digital security,
and as the last guarantor of digital functionality in society,
it must be trusted by both the public and by the private
sectors. Finally, to manage the parts of society relating
to citizens’ social well-being, such as labour market
regulation, social welfare, data privacy and education,
or even export policy decisions, the state needs to be
trusted.
One recent example in building trust across institutions
is the 22 July Commission in Norway, which was set up
in the wake of terrorist attacks. People needed to know
how such an event could have happened, what the
organisations that were supposed to keep people safe
had learnt and, most importantly, what actions they were
taking to make sure planned future attacks were either
intercepted before they happened or neutralised quickly
(see: “Rebuilding trust in the wake of the terrorist attack
in Oslo”).

Rebuilding trust in the wake of the terrorist attack in Oslo
The 2011 terrorist attacks in Norway, referred to in Norway as 22 July, when Anders Behring
Breivik went on a rampage against the government, the civilian population and a Workers’
Youth League summer camp on Utøya island, claimed the lives of 77 people.
In August 2012, the 22 July Commission presented its report on how the authorities and
society at large dealt with the crisis. The report, which also discussed the underlying causes,
concluded there was insufficient coordination among agencies and made recommendations
about what the authorities ought to do to ensure that Norway would be better equipped to
withstand attacks in future.
A team from PwC was secretariat for the commission and assisted in analysing the role of all
the parties (e.g., police, healthcare, ministries of security and service organisation, ministry
of justice, the Government, Oslo municipality), involved before, during and after the attack.
Subsequently, we worked on a restructuring plan with the police that included an emphasis
on broader communications with other authorities, including the military, and the building of a
new headquarters with operational capabilities for anti-terror police.
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Indeed, trust in any leader or organisation is a powerful
asset and can transform citizens’ views toward publicand private-sector institutions. To protect citizens and
property — in particular against terrorist attacks, extreme
weather events or military aggression— the defence
forces and emergency services must be trusted to have
the citizens’ best interests at heart; people need to be
able to trust them with their lives. In the case of cyber
warfare and data attacks, people also need to know that
the private-sector firms they entrust their data to are
properly regulated and have the means to protect that
information.
Equally, for citizens to trust institutions, they need to
feel engaged and connected to them. Citizens need to
understand the impact of threats to their security and
how they can reduce their exposure to risk. This can often
stem from the advice and guidance they get from these
institutions. When citizens can see that they are getting
valuable information and services that increase their
security, their trust in these institutions increases.

PwC’s research in the UK into the value and drivers of
organisational trust24 highlights four operational reasons
for an organisation to be trustworthy: trust drives
performance, it can put an organisation on the front foot
in a crisis, it can overcome stakeholders’ scepticism and it
allows organisations to be true to themselves.

Trust: Questions to
think about

Security, freedom and prosperity are core public
interests that any democratic government should bear
in mind when formulating security policy. Governments
ultimately make policy decisions about societal needs
that are considered to be in the public interest and that
are to be safeguarded by government intervention.
Such intervention is required when market dynamics are
expected to fall short of guaranteeing those interests.
In terms of optimal allocation of public and private
responsibilities, the government is ultimately responsible.

Q.	Does your organisation have a clear
purpose that sets out what it does
and how it contributes to society?

Strong institutions allow people to trust in each other,
which in itself is a prerequisite for peace and security.
However, while strong institutions are necessary, they are
not sufficient to deliver security. Trust is built where such
institutions collaborate to solve problems and are seen
to do this, which means having strong links among the
leaders of organisations across sectors.

Trust is built where institutions collaborate to solve problems
and are seen to do this, which means having strong links among
the leaders of organisations across sectors.

Q.	To what extent is your organisation
trusted by citizens/businesses/civil
society?

Q.	What more needs to be done to build
trust in your organisation among its
key stakeholders?
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Distributing leadership roles
means identifying the key
players across organisations
who are empowered to make
decisions and ensuring they
collaborate with one another.

Distributed leadership and active
collaboration: How to build trust
Delivering a safe and secure society depends greatly on
a government’s ability to lead a cross section of agencies
in an inclusive way towards a common goal while
safeguarding the freedom of individuals and organisations
in the system. This is true at the national, regional and
municipal level. It means distributing leadership roles:
identifying the key players across organisations who
are empowered to make decisions and ensuring they
collaborate with one another. No easy task, particularly as
there is also a growing need for international collaboration
and capacity building to tackle controversial issues that
cross borders.
Mass migration is a case in point and likely to climb higher
up the political agenda as the effects of climate change,
in addition to conflict, displace more populations. For
example, the UN’s International Organisation for Migration
is attempting to bring together, on a macro level, the
institutions that will need to collaborate. This is distributive
leadership in action, across what we have called the
penta-helix of stakeholders: public sector, private sector,
non-governmental organisations, universities/knowledge
institutes and citizens.

More generally, government at all levels — international,
national and local — has a key leadership role to play.
But it is not the only player. In so many areas of life, the
behaviours and actions of private-sector businesses,
academic institutions and not-for-profit organisations, as
well as citizens, are outside of direct government control.
The institutions and organisations that make up the pentahelix model will need to interact on a daily basis.
By working together, leaders in these organisations can
create a sense of safety in society, although in many
cases they do not come together as often as they should.
There is an urgent need in today’s world to formalise the
mechanisms to make this standard practice. Doing so will
also help build the capacity and capability of the broader
distributed network of stakeholders whose actions keep
citizens and businesses secure from the threats they
face.25 Government can and should lead the way. For
example, the European Union sees it as a priority to
enable member states to collaborate more closely with
each other on security issues, including providing grants
for collaborative projects — for example, the use of
drones and strategic technology.
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An agenda for action:
For government

In PwC’s 2013 report Future of Government, we asserted that the public
body of the future needed to be citizen-centric, meaning it serves the
empowered citizen.26 This means both public- and private-sector bodies
need to be connected to society and be transparent and accountable in
order to safeguard the foundational trust upon which all meaningful human
interaction depends. This holds true today even though much has changed
since that report, most notably the widespread questioning of the benefits
of globalisation and the subsequent rise of nationalism and populism.
In the current era of rising citizen expectations and individualism, it is
tempting for governments to put in place populist policies to stay in power
or for opposition parties to promote them to gain power. At the same
time, the Internet is allowing citizens to hold governments to account for
their actions. This greater transparency and accountability should help
organisations build or rebuild trust and legitimacy in the eyes of the wider
public. But it can also undermine trust when misinformation spreads
virally. If society is to prosper, there is a need to protect and safeguard
the very institutions and organisations that help nations thrive and protect
citizens against the risks and threats we have identified. But it also means
safeguarding the rights under which the citizens can make their voices
heard in the first place.
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This is why security, broadly defined, needs to come to the front and centre of governmental agendas, nationally, regionally, locally and internationally. In particular, government
leaders at all levels need to act in six key areas:

1

2

3

Develop systemic approaches to security. To what extent
does your existing approach need to adapt to address
the interplay of the different physical, digital, economic
and social aspects? Also, strong lines of communication
are needed across organisations, with active scenario
planning to spotlight weak links across societal sectors.

Identify the stakeholders needed to collaborate to
develop a joint agenda and a national safety and security
policy that can cascade to the local level, adopting an
inclusive approach to stakeholder engagement. This
includes but is not limited to the traditional defence,
policing and intelligence bodies. A siloed approach will
not work. Only proactive mapping will identify areas of
concern. How can you improve collaboration across
government and with the private and not-for-profit
sectors? Are you looking at the wider value chain to
involve a broader group of stakeholders — for example,
in energy, transport and telecommunications?

Identify key deliverables and assess the
interconnectedness of those involved across
sectors in their delivery. What are the critical functions
and enabling infrastructure needed? Where do links
need to be strengthened — for example, among
those involved in crisis management?

4

5

6

Develop the capacity and capability to deliver safety and
security, in particular by identifying whether the required
distributed leadership is in place across sectors. At the
national, state and local levels, where are the gaps in
the capacity and capability to develop and implement a
systemic approach to safety and security? What are the
priority investments needed to fill those gaps?

Invest in leadership — particularly distributed
leadership — to understand better how to engage the
public and instil a sense of trust in those who serve them.
What more can you do to rebuild trust in the institutions
that can guarantee safety and security?

Manage carefully the trade-off of security with citizens’
rights. This means agreeing to a new understanding
between citizens and the state about how people’s data
will be safeguarded. How do behaviours and strategies for
engagement with citizens need to change?
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An agenda for
action: For business
and non-profits
Action by government and its agencies is not sufficient
to deliver the security and safety citizens desire.
Private-sector firms of all sizes and the not-for-profit
sector, including civil society, have essential roles to
play as well and need to address their own set of
overlapping challenges:

•	Work more closely with trusted governments, reviewing how your organisation
engages with government on different aspects of security: physical, digital, economic
and social. How can you improve collaboration with government and its partners on
security issues?
•	Contribute to building trust by aligning relevant parts of your organisation’s purpose
to the broader societal safety and security agenda. What needs to be done to build
trust with your stakeholders and so boost security and safety for your employees,
customers, supply chain and the local communities in which you operate?
•	As with government, develop the capacity and capability to improve safety and
security for your stakeholders. What are the gaps in your capacity and capability to
develop and implement a systemic approach to safety and security? What are the
priority investments needed in each sphere to increase safety and security?

Achieving and delivering a national or local ‘safe and secure’ policy is a challenge.
It will require a level of transparency and trust to enable citizens to feel comfortable that
security does not overstep the mark and invade their privacy. This means understanding
the choices and benefits of providing more information to improve security, which
will differ around the world and at different times and will depend on trust in the
organisations delivering security.
The approach has to be systemic and inclusive. Simply spending on more extensive
border controls and increasingly sophisticated weapons is not enough. Societal and
economic security must always be part of the equation, as must developing strategies
geared to winning trust, which is the overriding goal and which is indispensable to
making people feel safe and secure.
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